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ABSTRACT 

In the simple momentum theory, the aerodynamic characteristics of 
the lower rotor of a co-axial rotor system are usually evaluated under 
the highly deteriorated conditions caused by the fully developed wake 
of the upper rotor, specifically under the conditions of hovering flight. 
Analysis using the Local Momentum Theory not only shows the performance 
of the lower rotor to be higher than that calculated by the simple mo
mentum theory but also makes it possible to calculate the instantaneous 
airloading of blades operating in a complex wake system. By introducing 
the radial shrinkage of the rotor wake, the accuracy of the analysis of 
blade airloading is further improved, 

Comparison of the calculated results with those of wind tunnel 
tests in both hovering and forward flights show good coincidence. In 
forward flight, the performance of the lower rotor improves not only 
with increase in the forward speed but also with increase in the verti
cal distance between the upper and lower rotors. In hovering flight, 
the improvement in the performance is not remarkable because the lower 
rotor is strongly influenced by the upper rotor wake. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A 
a 
b 

coefficient in equation (2) 
lift slope 
number of blades 

C attenuation coefficient 
CT thrust coefficient= T/p(nR2 )(Rn) 2 

Cq torque coefficient= Q/p(nR2 )(Rn) 2R 
c blade chord 
d rotor clearance between upper and lower rotors 
is rotor shaft angle 
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coefficients in equation (l) 
airloading along blade span 
torque 
blade section torque 
rotor radius 
spanwise position on blade 
position of tip vortex in radial direction in equation (2) 
thrust 
time 
forward velocity 
induced velocity 
axial transport velocity in equation (7) 
nondimensional spanwise position = r/R 
radial position 
position of tip vortex in axial direction in equation (1) 
circulation of tip vortex 
small increment 
blade pitch angle (positive leading-edge up) 
~ 8o + 8t(X- Q, 75) + 8lcCOSlji + 8lsSinlji + "' 
collective pitch angle 
blade twist angle 
inflow ratio ~ (Vsin~s + v)/RSI 
coefficient of wake contraction in equation (2) 
advance ratio ~ Vco~s/RSI 
air density 
solidity ~ bc/TrR 
,.,ake skew angle ~ tan-1 (A/]1) 
azimuth angle, clockwise for upper rotor and counter-clockwise 
for lower rotor 
azimuth angle of tip vortex in equation (2) 
rotor rotational speed 

Subscripts: 

(9-, m) 
m 
T 
l 
2 

coordinate of station on rotational plane 
mean value 
tip vortex 
lower rotor 
upper rotor 

l. INTRODUCTION 

Several wake models have been proposed for evaluating the induced 
velocity distribution along a blade span. They are (i) simple momentum 
theory [1, 2], (ii) Fourier series presentation [3], (iii) local momen
tum theory (LMT) [4], (iv) vortex theories with prescribed wake [5, 6, 
7] and free wake [1]. Among these methods, (i), (ii) are useful for 
overall estimation of performance, and (iv) are more vigorous methods 
than the others but have the shortcoming of requiring considerable com
putation time. On the other hand, (iii) is more divergence free and 
saves computation time. This theory (LMT) is based on the instantaneous 
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balance between the fluid momentum and the blade elemental li-ft at a 
local station in the rotor rotational plane. Therefore the theory has 
the capability of evaluating timewise variations of airloading, aero
dynamic moments and induced velocity distributions along the blade span. 
The theory has been applied successfully to many problems of helicopter 
rotors [8, 9, 10]. 

Although there is a vast amount of literature dealing with single 
rotors, there have to date been few papers concerning multi-rotor systems. 
For a co-axial rotor system, theoretical predictions have been conducted 
using the vortex-strip theory [ 11] and experimental studies have 
also been carried out to evaluate the optimal performance for a co-axial 
rotor [12 'V 15] and for an Advancing Blade Concept (ABC) rotor [16 'V 20] . 

. It has been found from these studies that in both hovering and forward 
flights the co-axial rotor system can have more blade loading than an 
equivalent single rotor at the same torque level. 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the aerodynamic charac
teristics of a co-axial rotor system in both hovering and forward flights, 
and to verify the validity of the present method based on the generalized 
wake model in hovering flight by applying the LMT to such phenomena. The 
theoretical results were compared with wind tunnel test data and showed 
reasonable agreement with them. 

The authors wish to thank Professor T. Nagashima for his kind pre
sentation of wind tunnel test data on co-axial rotor systems and for his 
advice on the calculated results. Further thanks are extended to Dr. K. 
Kawachi for his suggestion to apply his computational method for single 
rotor hover performance to the calculation of co-axial rotor performance. 

2. ROTOR WAKE GEOMETRY 

In hovering flight, wake contraction plays an important role in 
the estimation of rotor performance. A theoretical prediction not using 
a contracted wake model becomes increasingly inaccurate as the rotor 
solidity, the thrust level, and the tip Mach number increase. The vor
tex theory based on the free wake model includes these effects on the 
rotor performance but as mentioned in the preceding section it has in
herent difficulties in computing technique. The vortex theory with 
prescribed wake model can overcome these shortcomings, but it requires 
advance knowledge of wake geometry to predict the aerodynamic character
istics. 

Landgrebe et al.[21-24] have performed experimental tests to 
determine the wake geometry for single rotors with configurational 
parameters in hovering flight by using a high-speed-photograph technique. 
They have derived a generalized wake geometry from the experiments as 
follows: 
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where 
A = 0.78 (near-wake) 

kl = 0.25(CT/p + 0.0016t) 

k2 (1.41 + 0.01416t)ICT/p (3) 

AT = 0.145 + 27CT , 

and where CrT, ~w> ZT) is the spatial position (radial, azimuth angle, 
and axial position) of a tip vortex in the stable near-wake region. 

Kocurek and Tangler 25
) have also conducted experiments to re

estimate the generalized wake geometry which was derived by Landgrebe 
et al. using the schilieren photograph technique. They have derived 

"the same generalized wake geometry but with a little different expres
sion of the parameters k1 and k2. In the subsequent calculation, the 
Landgrebe model will be used. 

Nagashima et al. ~3,1~ have conducted experiments by means of the 
flow visualization method to estimate the trajectories of the tip vor
tices shed from each rotor of a co-axial rotor system in hovering flight. 
Their results show that under appropriate conditions, i.e. specific com
binations of rotor vertical spacing and collective pitch angle, the per
formance of a co-axial rotor is improved. Fig. 1 a, b and c are examples 
of flow visualization which show the trajectories of the tip vortices of 
different rotors [13]. Fig. 2 a, band c show the spatial position of 
tip vortices in the (rT, ZT) vs ~w plane. In this figure, the experi
mental data are compared with the generalized wake model derived by 
Landgrebe for a single rotor with the same thrust level. One can derive 
the conclusion that the tip vortices of each rotor descend more rapidly 
than those of the equivalent single rotor. Since the upper and lower ro
tors in a co-axial rotor system are arranged vertically with some clear
ance, the flow field of one rotor influences the other, specifically the 
induced velocity of the upper rotor greatly deteriorates the performance 
of the lower rotor. However, as the lower rotor absorbs the wake of the 
upper rotor, the tip vortices of the upper rotor move downward more quickly 
than those of a single rotor. This leads to an improvement in the upper 
rotor performance, specifically in hovering flight. 

In this paper, in consideration of Ref. 13, the generalized wake 
model in eqs. (1) and (2) has been adopted as the wake model for each 
rotor of co-axial rotor system and the wake model of the lower rotor 
has been considered as that of the single rotor in vertical flight at 
the speed of the mean induced velocity of the upper rotor. 

3. WAKE MODEL OF A CO-AXIAL ROTOR SYSTEM 

3-1 Wake Model in Hovering Flight 

There are many papers which use the vortex theory based on prescribed 
wake geometry to calculate single rotor hover performance [23, 25]. In 
Ref. 26, Kawachi has extended the LMT to calculate single rotor hover per
formance by using the generalized wake model. The results show good coin-
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cidence with the experimental data and the theory presented by Landgrebe[22]. 
In the LMT, the spanwise wake deformation is equivalent to the spanwise 
movement of a local station on the rotor rotational plane. Fig. 3 (a) 
and (b) show a side view and a top view of the tip vortices of each rotor. 
The tip vortex No. 1 in Fig. 3 (a) is shed from the blade (A) at position 
Pzl (for the upper rotor) or at position P11 (for the lower rotor) at 
timet ~ j. The tip vortex No. 2 is shed from the blade (B) which pre
ceded the blade (A) at position Pzl or r 11 at time t ~ j - 1, and is 
located at position P22 at timet= j. The period between t = j - 1 and 
t = j is the time during which two neighboring blades successively pass 
through the same position of the rotor rotational plane. In a rotor with 
b blades, that time, ~t, is 2TI/bQ. During the period ~t, the vortex No. 2 
moves from Pzl to Pz2 for the upper rotor (or from P11 to P12 for the 

·lower rotor). At the same time it moves from r21 to rzz (or from r 11 to 
r1z) along the blade span. Generally, the radial position can be written 
as rmn for the m th rotor and nth tip vortex. Similarly, each station 
moves from rmn-l to rmn during the period ~t. In the present calculation, 
the wake azimuth angle ¢w,n of the tip vortex No. n is given as 

~ = (2TI/b)(n- 1) . w,n (4) 

Outside the rotor disc (r > R), each station may be assumed to be a distance 
(r11 - rlz) toward the blade root whereas at the inner area of the rotor 
(r 2 AR) the station is assumed to remain constantly at its initial posi
tion in line with eqs. (1) and (2) for the near-wake. 

In the co-axial rotor system, the above assumptions are maintained 
with minor modification for the coefficients of eq. (1) as follows: 
In Ref. 23, the constants k1 and kz are defined by 

~zT/R Vz 
k 1 or k 2 = ~ = Rn (5) 

w 

for k ~~ = 2n/b 
1 w 

t1z /R = (z /R)~ ~ - (zr/R)~w = 0 r r w w (6a) 

for kz ~~ = ~ - 2rr/b w w 

t1zT/R = (z /R)~ = ~ - (zT/R)¢w 
2TI = 

T w w b 
(6b) 

where Vz denotes the axial transport velocity of the tip vortex. The 
induced velocity of the upper rotor may be considered to reach the sur
face of the lower rotor with the magnitude of Kzlvz, where Kzl is the 
ratio of the developed velocity and the velocity, vz, just before a 
blade of the upper rotor has passed. Since the wake shrinks toward the 
inner area of the lower rotor, K21v2 is not at the same position as that 
of vz in the radial direction. So, in this calculation, the position 
that the velocity vz would reach has been, from eqs. (1) and (2), deter
mined by considering the wake shrinkage as follows: 

(r /R) =A+ (1- A)e-AT~w,22 
T 22 

~w, 22 = {(2TI/b)(k2 - k1) + (d/R)}/kz 
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(9) 

where the constants k1, kz and A can be determined by eqs. (3), and d 
is the distance between the upper and lower rotors (rotor clearance). 
Subscript 22 denotes the value when the wake of the upper rotor reaches 
the surfac~ of the lower rotor. For the upper rotor, the influence of 
the lower rotor can be determined by the momentum theory as follows: 

cl2vl = c12Rn/cT /Z 
1 

= f (d, CT ) . 
n 1 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

.The value of c12v1 is, for example at d/R = 0,26, about thirty percent 
of the mean induced velocity v

1 
= RQ/cT1/2 according to the simple vortex 

theory [27]. Then, by assuming that this induced velocity vlz uniformly 
flows into the upper rotor surface, the nondimP.nsional induced velocity 
of the upper rotor is given as 

If cl2 is 

Then, the 

c v I c v 
>. = l {(__l?___l) + (__l?___l)2 + 2C } 

2 2 Rll Rll Tz 

zero (single rotor), this yields 

A 2m = /cT /2 . 
2 

ratio of eqs. (11) and (13) is given by 

A2 1 >.1 I >.1 
r = 2 {cl2<r) + /cl22<_;._)2 + 4} "1 

2m 2m 2m 

cl2 
+ ---

2 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

c12 >. 1 The value of --2- (A
2

m) is several percent for d/R = 0.26, and, therefore, 

the thrust level of the upper rotor becomes higher as the rotor clearance 
increases, because the coefficient C12 decreases appreciably. 

The above results derived from the simple momentum theory well reveal 
why the experimental data [13]tend to deviate from theoretical results 
based on single rotor analysis (See Fig. 2). 

A new model was developed to take the wake deformation into account 
and to obtain the attenuation coefficient at the upwash region [25, 26, 
27]. The new model consists of a vortex ring and a semi-infinite vortex 
cylinder. The vortex ring represents the tip vortex nearest the rotor 
rotational plane, and the vortex cylinder represents the remaining tip 
vortices. The strength of the vortex ring is equal to that of the tip 
vortex. The strength of the vortex cylinder is equal to that of the 
axially averaged tip vortices [27]. In hovering flight the tip vortices 
are very close to the rotor. So in the calculation of the attenuation 
coefficients the tip vortices of the near region were concentrated as a 
vortex ring and those of the far region were represented as a vortex 
cylinder. Fig, 4 (a) shows that the preceding blade (B) passes through 
a local station at time t = j - 1. The vortex ring is located on the 
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rotor rotational plane, and the top of the vortex cylinder is· located 
at the position of the second tip vortex. The distance between the top 
of the vortex cylinder and the rotor rotational plane is Zm2· Fig. 4 
(b) shows that following blade (A) comes to a position just before the 
station at timet = j. During this time interval, the two vortex systems 
move do~ward and radially contract. The vertical position Zmn is deter
mined from the eqs. (1) and (4) as follows: 

•Rk lJ! J 1 w,n 

zmn = LR{k
1

(2TI/b) + k
2

(1)l - (2TI/b))} 
w,n 

n < 2 
(14) 

n > 2 

The radii of lhe vortex ring and the vortex cylinder during the time be-
· tween t = j- 1 and t = j are given by eqs. (2) and (4). In the LMT, 
the attenuation coefficient is defined by the changing rate of induced 
velocities at a station (t, m) on the rotor rotational plane during the 
time interval concerned. In the new model, the station (~, m) moves 
from position rmn-1 to position rmn on the rotor rotational plane. 
Therefore, the attenuation coefficient of that station is given as 

. 1 . . 1 
CJ- = vJ (r = r ) /vJ- (r - r ) 

tm tm mn tm - mn-1 • 

If the vortex cylinder alone is adopted as a wake model 
the attenuation coefficients, the induced velocity vi~l 

(15) 

to calculate 
is zero on the 

rotor plane outside the rotor disc. 
define the attenuation coefficients 
the discrete vortex mentioned above 
model. 

Therefore it is impossible to 
of these stations. Consequently, 
was introduced into the present 

In eq. (3), the constants k1 and k2 are functions of thrust coeffi
cient. In this paper, the thrust coefficient of the rotor is calculated 
at each time step and used to determine the constants k1 and k2. The 
calculation is completed when the thrust coefficient reaches a steady 
state. 

3-2 Wake Model in Forward Flight 

In forward flight, the wake model may be considered to be as shown 
in Fig. 5 [8], in which the wake contraction is disregarded for simplicity. 
The effect of the tip vortex shed from the preceding blade is taken into 
consideration in the calculation by using the LMT. In this paper the 
attenuation coefficient may be considered constant all over the rotor 
disc because (i) counter-rotated rotors will tend to have a homogeneous 
velocity distribution, (ii) at high advance ratio a constant attenuation 
coefficient is not so improper in the single rotor and may be similar in 
the co-axial rotors, and (iii) the saving of computation time and the 
simplification in programing will be appreciable. 

The actual procedure for determining the constant attenuation coef
ficient is as follows: The induced velocity at a local station on the 
lower rotor disc, v1 , is given by the summation of the induced velocity 
generated by the lower rotor itself, v11 , and that induced by the upper 
rotor, v 21 , 
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(16) 

where t is time and the other symbols are as shown in Fig. 5. The in
duced velocity v21 is given by multiplying the attenuation coefficient 
of the upper rotor by the mean induced velocity of the same rotor, 

(17) 

where 

(18) 

Similarly, the induced velocity of any local station on the upper rotor 
disc is given by 

where 

= vlcl2(Xl' zl, d) 

= (v/vo 1)2 . , 

(19) 

(20a) 

(20b) 

Since C12 is smaller than C21, the following approximation is allowable: 

(21) 

The attenuation coefficients of the two rotors are given respectively by 

cl = vl/vO,l 

c2 = vz!vo,z 

(22a) 

(22b) 

These attenuation coefficients are under some operational conditions cal
culated by the interation method using the wake model shown in Fig. 5. 

4. CALCULATION RESULTS 

Numerical calculations have been conducted to verify the validity 
of the present method for a co-axial rotor system. The calculated 
results were compared with the experimental data in hovering flight ~4) 
and in forward flight [12). Table 1 shows the geometrical character
istics and the operating conditions used in these calculations. 

4-1 Hovering Flight 

The theoretical calculations using the generalized wake model were 
performed for a co-axial rotor in hovering flight. 

Fig. 6 shows the performance curves of the upper and lower rotors 
of a co-axial rotor in hovering flight together with the experimental 
data. The calculated results are in good coincidence with the experi
mental data. Fig. 7 shows the total performance of the co-axial rotor 
system, together with the equivalent single rotor performance with two 
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and four blades. In this figure, the performance of the single rotor 
is compared with that of the co-axial rotor in blade loading CT/cr vs 
blade torque Cq/a plane. The solidity of the single rotor is 0.1 for 
the two bladed rotor and is 0.2 for the four bladed one. It is found 
that the performance of a co-axial rotor is inferior to the two bladed 
single rotor but is slightly superior to the four bladed single rotor. 

Fig. 8 shows lift distributions along the blade span for several 
pitch angles, in which the solid lines denote the lift distribution for 
the lower rotor and dotted lines denote that for the upper rotor. In 
the upper rotor, the lift is positive everywhere along whole span and 
a peak in the lift caused by the wake contraction is observed near the 
blade tip. On the contrary, in the lower rotor negative lifts are 
generated near the rotor root. This tendency is more pronounced when 
the collective pitch angle of the lower rotor is small. Since the lower 
rotor operates in the wake of the upper rotor, all sections of a blade 
are affected by the induced velocity from the tip vortex wake of the 
upper rotor. 

In Fig. 9, the effect of the blade twisted angle on the co-axial 
rotor performance is shown. It is found that the performance is slightly 
improved by the blade twist. The reason is that the lift distributions 
at the inner part of the rotor are improved by setting a blade twist. 

Fig. 10 shows the spanwise induced velocity distribution along a 
blade span. The induced velocities at the inner part of the lower rotor 
are about twice those of the upper rotor. At about the 70 percent radius 
position on the blade span, the induced velocity once dips and gradually 
recovers toward the tip of the blade. The dip results from the fact that 
the accelerated downwash velocity of the upper rotor reaches the lower 
rotor blade with contraction, and the outer part of the blade (near the 
tip) operates in the upwash velocity field of the upper rotor. In the 
upper rotor, the induced flow pattern is different from that of the lower 
one and the effect of the wake contraction is seen at the 80 ~ 90 percent 
spanwise position. It is found from these results that the bending moment 
of the lower rotor blade is strongly influenced by the downwash distri
bution on the lower rotor, specifically at the inner part of the rotor. 

Shown in Fig. 11 is the spanwise torque distributions along the 
blade spans of the upper and lower rotors. Similarly to the lift distri
butions, the torque distributions at the inner part of the blade span are 
strongly influenced by the downwash velocities of the upper rotor. 

4-2 Forward Flight 

Performance calculations for a co-axial rotor in forward flights 
were conducted and the results were compared with experimental data. 
Fig. 12 shows the performance curves of a co-axial rotor system flying 
with a specified advance ratio of ~ = 0.16 for various rotor clearances 
d. As the clearance increases, the performance moves away from that of 
a four bladed single rotor having twice the solidity and approaches that 
of a two bladed single rotor. The discrepancy in the polar curve at d/R 
= 0.21 seems to be the result of disregarding the wake contraction. 
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Shown in Fig. 13 are the theoretical calculation and the wind tunnel 
test results for the performance of a co-axial rotor model having a 
vertical distance of d = 0.24 m or d/R = 0.63. As the advance ratio 
increases, the thrust coefficient increases and torque coefficient 
decreases. These figures are reproductions from figure 14 and 13 
respectively in Ref. 8. 

Fig. 14 shows blade loadings vs advance ratio at d/R = 0.42 and 
the same collective pitch angle, e01 = e02 = 9°, for both rotors. 
The results by simple vortex theory [12]are shown together in the same 
figure. A difference between the results by the LMT and the experimen
tal data apprears at ~ = 0.12. This may be due to the assumption that 
the attenuation is constant all over the rotor disc. 

In Fig. 15, the effects of the vertical rotor clearance on the 
blade loading are shown together with the experimental results and 
the results of the vortex theory. As the rotor clearance becomes 
larger, the performance of the lower rotor is improved because of the 
decrease in the disturbed area on the lower rotor. The results are 
in good coincidence with the experimental data. 

Fig. 16 shows the lift distribution along a blade span at azimuth 
angle ~ = 0° and ~ = 180° in forward flight. From this figure it is 
found that the performance of the rotors is nearly equal. The downwash 
distributions along the longitudinal axis through the hub at the same 
flight condition are shown in Fig. 17. The magnitude of this downwash 
distribution for the upper rotor is slightly larger than that for the 
lower one at the fore part of the rotor. However, there is no difference 
in the total performance of the two rotors [see Fig. 13]. Since in 
forward flight the wake of each rotor moves away from the rotor to the 
rear, the influence of each wake on the other rotor becomes weak. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The Local Momentum Theory was applied to co-axial rotor performance 
calculation in both hovering and forward flights. The calculated results 
were compared with wind tunnel test data and the results of other theories 
and shown to be in good agreement. The following conclusions were reached: 

In hovering flight 

1) The performance of the co-axial rotor is slightly better than that 
of an equivalent single rotor (same blade loading). Furthermore, the 
power of the co-axial rotor is about 8% lower than that of an equivalent 
single rotor for the same operating conditions. 

2) The performance of the lower rotor is only slightly improved by 
increasing the rotor clearance. Increasing the rotor clearance has 
rather a greater effect toward improving the flow pattern of the upper 
rotor. 
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3) The setting of a blade twisted angle 6t, usually negative, im-
proves the performance of the co-axial rotor. 

4) By using the generalized wake model modified for the co-axial 
rotor system, the LMT can be applied to estimation of co-axial rotor 
perf~rmance. 

5) In these calculations solutions in convergent state can be obtained 
in about 20 seconds using a FACOM M-200 computer. 

In forward flight 

1) As the rotor clearance d increases, the performance of the lower 
rotor improves dramatically and approaches that of a single rotor. 

2) The lower rotor behaves as a single rotor at high forward speed 
for any rotor clearance. 

3) The assumption that the attenuation coefficient is constant all 
over the rotor disc is valid for the co-axial rotor system in forward 
flight, except at low advance ratio. 

4) The computation time required to obtain a steady state solution 
by the present method is about 80 seconds. 
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Table I Rotor Dimensions 

IteJ:~Z 

Rotor radius, 

Blade chord, 

Bb.de cutoff, 

Position of flapping hinge, 

Angle of rotor shaft, 

Lift slope, 

Numbe::- of blndeo, 

Blo.de mii.:JS, 

Rotor rotationa..l speed, 

Blade tviot, 

Moment of inertia, 

Drag coefficient of blade !lection, 

cdo =6o+.S lor +.Szo~ 

Solidity, 

Rotor spacing, 

Ia I lbl 

lal SINGLE ROTOR 

Bo = 9° 

lbl CO-AXIAL ROTOR 

R 

' 
r 
' ra ,, 

• 
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., 
n 
at 

'a 
'w, 

' 
d 

(C) 

Dimensions 

0.38 

0.06 

0.08 

0.037 

0 

5.3 

2 " 4 

0.0051 

324.6 

00.-60 

2.0337xl0-lt-

6o= 0. 0148 

51" -0.048 

.Sz= 1.48 

0.1 (b"'2) 

0.2 (b=4) 

0.08-0.24 

I Bo2, 8011=19',10°}, d/R=O.q2 

lei CO-AXIAL ROTOR 

I Bo2 ,BOJI=19',l0°1, d/R=0.63 

131 
Figure l. Examples of flow visualization. 
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ll\~IOGRC.GE WAKE r.iODEL FOR A SINGLE ROTOR 

0 EXPER!f.ENT (AXIAL POSJT!OII,ZrtR) 
0 EXPER11"EIH (RADIAL POS[T[Q;t,rT ;R} 
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T I R 
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2
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1

:·.l=tii j 
T R 0 180 360 540 
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,:::':::1= [1j 
o 1so 350 sqo 

oftw {(leg J 

UPPER ROTOR 
(j,.Q,lO 

R n .. 123 r.1/sec 

CrxJOZ .. O.Gll52 

LOWER ROTOR 
G' zO.lO 

R.l1 .. 123 m/sec 

Cr '1: 102 ,. 0. 3576 

<Cl (8o~,Boll~(9c,l0°l, d/R=0. 63 
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SHAFT 

.a I UPPER ROTOR r 21 J r20 r, E) l21 J . , p 21 TIP VORTEX N0.1 
' '/ 

Z22,.d ............... ; ....... :tJP, TIP VORTEX N0.2 

.0. cb :r,n r,c;n TIP VORTEX 
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z, ................... n·r·f)P, TIP VORTEX 

l ;;1 I N0.2 
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l2n ................. JhTI~ VORTEX NO. n 
· P20'i{ I 

I : I 
\ I 

Zm_ .................... ¢P10 TIP VORTEX NO. n 

I I 

(a I SIDE VIE'x OF Tip VORTICES IN r,ODEL. Cbl TOP VIEW OF TIP VORTICES OF 

THE UPPER ROTOR IN MODEL. 

Figure 3. Views of tip vortices. 
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Figure 4. Extended model for attenuation coefficient. 
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WAKE CYLINDER OF 
THE LOWER ROTOR 

Figure 5. Coordinate systems of coaxial 

rotor system. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of calculated and experimental 

results for a co-axial rotor in hovering 

flight. 
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performance. 
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